Choose the Word

Directions: Read each sentence. Choose the word from the word bank that makes the most sense, and write it in the blank space provided. At the bottom of the page, write a sentence for each of the unused words from the word bank.

Word Bank
activity equality difficulty legality novelty
popularity royalty sensitivity specialty

1. Mr. Roberts cooked his _______________: chocolate chip pancakes.

2. Greta’s father thought that the _______________ of the new game would wear off quickly, but Greta still loved playing it even after a year.

3. Miko was having some _______________ with math class, but he excelled in English.

4. “My favorite _______________ is running,” Alice explained.

5. The hotel made a point of pampering all its customers like _______________.

6. The book’s _______________ was a big surprise to the author.

7. People with allergies often have a greater _______________ to dust.
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